
Go the extra mile
With the latest timepiece for your collection and a jacket to elevate any outfit, 

here’s our edit of items to put the finishing touch on your home and wardrobe

Edited by Sophie Clark 
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1. Jacket by Edwin, £350. edwin-europe.com    2. Jacket by Reiss, £175. reiss.com
3. Boots by Cheaney, £395. cheaney.co.uk    4. Tray by Gucci, £1,110. gucci.com    5. Watch by Oris, £3,350. oris.ch 

6. Eau de parfum by Christian Louboutin, £225 for 90ml. At Selfridges. selfridges.com    7. Cu�inks by Cartier, £3,900. At omneque.com 
8. Jacket by Geox, £189. geox.com    9. Watch roll by Ettinger, £290. ettinger.co.uk
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Dandy cool

Story by Sophie Clark 

Photograph by Colin Ross

Thanks to lightweight constructions and a muted 

colour palette, this Spring/Summer it’s time to 

suit-up with Canali – only, not as we know it

F
or the past season (or two) 

loungewear has most 

probably played a key role  

in your everyday looks. 

During trying times, 

comfort has been high on all our 

wardrobe priorities. Add the new age 

of flexible working into the mix and 

you’re left with a novel approach to 

the rules of formal attire. While there 

will always be a place in the heart of 

menswear for the elegance of a three-

piece suit and well-polished shoes, 

there is also fresh appreciation for a 

more relaxed aesthetic. When it comes 

to tailoring we now desire well-cut and 

comfortable, an ideal that Canali has 

made a reality this season. An exclusive 

drop from the brand’s SS21 collection, 

“The Dandy Suiting” is made from light 

canvas constructions but still upholds 

the fine details of tailoring mastery. 

It’s a loosened-up take on high-end 

sartorial traditions. Discover a two-

button jacket with peak lapel  

and handmade buttonhole and flat-

front trousers with quarter-top pockets, 

beautifully crafted from tobacco-

coloured wool silk for ease of wear. 

Alternatively, there are double-breasted 

jackets reimagined in a softer, natural-

coloured silk cashmere cotton. Styled 

with bowling-collar shirts (botanical 

print for the win) and trainers, the 

Dandy-suited Canali man knows how to 

bend the rules when it comes to suiting 

and so should you. Take note! G

Suit, £2,100. Shirt,  
£470. Trainers, £375.  
All by Canali. canali.com
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Trainers by Prada, £750. prada.com

Trainers by Saint 
Laurent, £615. ysl.com

oday, the humble trainer has 

evolved. Gone are the days 

when they were solely reserved 

for the gym floor. Now levelled 

up from functional footwear 

to limited-edition, queue-

worthy status, trainers have become an elite 

style statement, a proud reflection of our 

personality, quirks and obsessions. It’s safe to 

say we’ve hit peak trainer era. 

But with an overwhelming amount of fresh 

releases in the sneaker stratosphere every 

season, choosing the pair you want to own is 

no easy task. So this spring we’re crowning the 

Saint Laurent SL24 mid-tops with that title. 

Crafted in Italy from suede and a winning 

combination of perforated and grained leather, 

these trainers hit the sweet spot of retro 

sportswear aesthetic with a pre-loved, worn-in 

feel for extra cool points. 

Choose from bold red and white, classic 

beige and white or – our personal favourite  

– pastel blue, pink and black, all featuring the 

gold-tone Saint Laurent stamp of approval 

on the side. Whether you team yours with 

weekend sweats or cropped, ripped-hem  

jeans, you can trust Saint Laurent to fulfil  

your casualwear pleasures.

YSL.COM

Sneaker pimps rejoice! Saint Laurent’s 

SL24 trainers are back to add retro 

flavour to your wardrobe

Story by Sophie Clark  Photograph by Elliott Lacey

Lust for kicks
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